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A Difference Scheme for Solving Two Phase
Stefan Problem of Heat Equation
(Errata to Vol. 16, No. 2, 1980, 313-341)
By

Tatsuo NOGI*
Professor S. Yotsutani pointed out mistakes of the paper titled above. The first
point is about Lemma 4.1, whose proof was entrusted to Petrowsky's book [1].
But, the proof is valid only for the difference scheme with a uniform time step,
and its method can not be applied for our scheme with variable time steps.
Therefore, we must prove it with another method,, In fact, we have proven it
in Appendix A of our new paper (see Reference [2]).
The second point is about the algorithm in § 2. It first has a trivial mistake
in 4°. The suffix n retards by 1. It must be corrected as follows:
"4° if Jn+2<Jn+i>Jn(Jn+2>Jn+i<Jn\ then /n+1 and kn+1 are revised like
Jn+1=Jn and kn+i=bV~h/j3, and return to the step 3°",
The last correction is, however, not sufficient because the obtained solution
through such algorithm does not necessarily satisfy the Stefan condition. This
also was pointed out by Professor S. Yotsutani.
Let us revise the algorithm and given some comments to show that the result
of the paper itself does not get any change.
1 The algorithm on pp. 316-317 is replaced by the following :
"1°

M=

For 7i=0, 1, 2,-- •, successively
2.1° if (unjn}x-(unjn}x>^hll\ then Jn+i=Jn+l and kn+1 is determined from
(2.2)',
2.2° if (unjn}x-(unjn}x<-[$h11*, then / n+1 =/ n -l and kn+1 is determined
from (2.2)',
2.3° if \(unJn}x-(unJn}x^h^} thenjn+1^jn and * B+1 =fcA 7 ' 8 /j8,
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3° un+1 is found from (2.1) and (2.4), and
4° if the obtained solution un+1 satisfies
8

, alternatively)

in addition to
at the one step before, then Jn+l are changed to be Jn, while kn+l are kept, and
return again to the step 3° and then skip 4°. (When n=Q, /_i =/«>)"
By such change, we have
(1)

-^h<kn<\h^
(n=l,2,3,-),
V
ft
instead of (2.7), where V is an upper bound of \(u5n)x— (M" B )«|(n=l, 2, •••).
2 Consider a step of number n+1 through 4° of the above algorithm.
Lemma A. Suppose that, in addition to
(unjn}x-(unjn}s>f$h11*

(or<-ph1/8, alternatively),

the first trial of solution by 3° produces the inequality

Then, the value of v**^ by the second trial has the same sign, negative (positive),
as that by the first trial, when h is sufficiently small.
Its proof will given in the next section. We here use it to examine the Stefan
condition. As in the paper, consider the continuous functions, ya(t) and v tt ±(0 (ha->Q
as a—>oo) formed by interpolation of {yn} and {(ujn)x,(u5n)£}.
Put va(t)=va+(t)
— va,(t), which also is an interpolated function from {v$n}. On such an interval
(tn> tn+J that Lemma A holds, we can find a point t'n such that
(2)

V«a;) = 0

(tn<t'n<tn+l),

since va(tn)>Q«Q) and va(tn+1)<Q(>Q).
As in the paper (p. 325), we have

= ya(r)+ "S

sign

p=m+ltpi*6<tp+1

(ya(e))kp+1-j^

ya(0}dO

Kp+
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for any r and t (tm^T<tm+1<tn^t<tn+1).
1

n-lf

The formula (4.5) is still valid:
P*m+l.

b p=m+l
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Jr

P*
Jtn

where S' means summation except for number p's such that jKfp+0)=0, which
occurrs when i) \va(tpjrty\<fihljs holds or ii) the situation of Lemma A holds
with n=p. We can add the corresponding terms of such excepted numbers to
the right hand side of (3), only with error 0(h1/8):
b p=m+i
(4)

b

ct +1

ft

Jr

Jt n

b

+ \ m ya(0)d6 + \ ya(0)dO + O(h1/8),

since the terms corresponding to i) are such as

and those corresponding to ii) are such as
due to (2).
Immediately from (4), we obtain the desired relation by taking a-

(5)

y(t)=y('c)+-

This is the Stefan condition of the integral form. In the previous paper, we
had missed out consideration about the terms corresponding to ii).
3 In order to prove Lemma A, we will estimate the difference between two
values of (uj+^js by the first and second trials, and that between (w/^ys on
such a time tn+i when the procedure 4° is necessary. For distinction, put
w^+1—(uJ+Ux

or (uj+^jx,

alternatively by the first trial

and

zg +1 =that by the second trial (in which / TO +i=/ n ).
Then, we have
Lemma B. | w^+1-^+1 \ < 0(/i 3/8 ).
From Lemma B, we have

By assumption, | w;? +1 —w^ +l \ >/2/i 1/8 . Therefore, the sign of z?+1—z!i+1 coinsides
with that of w$+1—w^+l for sufficiently small h.
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The remained problem is to prove Lemma B. We will here prove it only
about w-+1—z-+1, since the other can be treated by the same way.
3.1 Consider to express w^+1 and z™+1 by using the Green function of the
difference equation Ci(u^+1)-t=(u^+1)xS as done in [3]. Put
0 , \ ft ^[expC— /(r— ;»+exp(
Ann
j-7cq=P
(for n^/>),

G(xr, £j; tn,

-rdr,j (8r,j is Kronecker's delta) (for n=p—l),
where
. aco

,

k~

We then have

(6)

=- f;

and

[l+cT^n+jGfC^n+i, i)n+1; tn+1, rj\z-+
(7)

=- S

.7=1
71 +

where ^=(w£ p )*, ^n+i=^j n+1 , ^n+i=^jfn+1 and /B+ 1 =/ n ±l( / means the first trial).
For the second trial, jy^+i^Ti and i]n+i=7]n(Jn+1=Jn). Subtract (7) from (6).
We then get

— C^kn+^G^y'n+t, 7]n+i', tn+1, Tn) — G^(yn + lf yn

(8)

+1

}

tn+1,

j=i
n

;B+1, ^ p ; tn+1, r p _i)— G f (^ B+1 , ^P; ^n+i*

In the following, we will estimate every term of (8) successively.
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3.2.

(9)

l+c?Ge(y'n+1, ^ i + i l tn+i, *..)> j

(See Lemma 2 of [3]).
3.3 We can write G^(y'n+l9 7]fn+i; tn+l, rj
follows :

and Ge(yn+i, i)n+i', tn+i, rn) as

. ft)

and

Hence

nl+i cos (2/ n +l)o> sin 2 --^ (when /^ + i=

(when

Ji+i=Jn-l).

Consider the integrals here appeared. By integration by part, we have
—

2

n. J-TT

(l+4/ n +iSiir(ft)/Z)) ,
(/f: an integer).

Since \ sin J^o) \ < \ Ka) \ < n Ksin — for ft)|<7r, we hence have
j ^
—da)
2

-

i

sin 8 (o>/2)

(!+«„«)»'« '
The last inequality itself is valid even for K=Qe Therefore, we get
ft)

An+i cos Ka) sin 2 —da) <
z

ChB

(C: a positive constant)

for any integer K. By applying this inequality on the right hand side of (10)
and multiplying by c~?kn+i, we obtain
(11)

c^kn+ilG^y'n+i, i)n+i; tn+l, Tn) —
< Hk

< C VF

(due to (1)) .
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Here and later, C and C' are constants chosen appropriately each time.
3.4 We next consider
- 2A[G*(3>i+i, Sjl
(12)

= jSA[G(;y B+1 , ft; f B + i, Q)-G(yn+l9 ft; tn+1,
+ [G(;yB+1, ft; f B + i, 0)-G(;y B+1 , ft; f n + 1 , 0)]00 (Note that £,=0).

Here,
G(y'n+1, h; tn+l, Q)-G(yn+1, ^; *B+1, 0)

_ 1 r» «+i

= + "^~ J

r

/

l\

/

l\i

n ^a ' [sin (/«— /± yjw+sin (/„+/— 1 + yj<w sin
I si

o>

By using Lemma 6 of [3], we get
\G(y'n+1, fc; r B+1 , 0)-G(3;n+1, fj; f s+1 ,
(13)

<C/i[L -

-- . H

l /

n

- y 2 / i - ^

1

+

.„-*)"« J'

where k=maxkp(l^p^n+l).

Hence

2i/z[G(3;;+1, ^.; «B+1, Q)-G(yn+1, ^; tn+1,

For a finite f=f n + 1 ,

we have tn+1>-jh1/8

for sufficiently small h.

?/8

tn+1-k>-^t
>— /z (due to (1)). Thus
z n+1
P
(14)

2 A[G(3;B+1, ft;

.7 = 1

Also by (13), we have
(15)

\G(y'n+l9^i tri

By applying (14) and (15) on (12), we finally obtain
(16)

- SA[G f (^ +1 , ft; tn+1, 0)-G € (^ B+1 , ft; f B+1 , 0)]^ < C A 9 / l e | l n A | .
3.5 It is essential for our purpose to estimate the sum

(17)

-el1 P=I
2^

Then,
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Here

— exp (— ^(/n+i+/ P — 2~)tt>)
J sin y do)
2
and

exp ~z

-hp—

Hence

and further

(18)
A

CK

.„ _

n

We can estimate the right hand side by using Lemma 5 of [3] :
(
4

(19)

-1^7Crl

ftf

72 + 1

2ci'2/i

ff)

UA?sm*%da>=

J-nq=p

Z

^ Vknkn+1(Vkn +Vkn^
where k—k(p, n+l)=

max

kq. For estimation of the sum (17) with (18)

and (19), we divide the sum into two parts: i) for tn+i—Tp-^—h718 and ii) for
9/i

'

tn+i—^p-i<-^-h7/8. In the former part, we use the upper half of (19) and notice
P
i
A
that tn+i—Tp-i—&>-7j-(tn+1—Tp-i) by (1). Hence
z

(20)

-4

Again by (1), we also have
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from the lower half of (19). Thus, the concerned sum (17) is estimated as
follows :
i, i)p; tn+1,

(22)

<C \h-(
L

tn + 1~ r) 3/2

Jtn+i-r

3.6 Finally, we consider
71 + 1

l

(23)

S fepCG^i+i, fi; f n + i, rp-i)— Gtf (;y n+ i, fi; tn+1,
71+1

= £ /
p=l

71 + 1

p-i)—G(yn+i, fi; tn+i,
Here

For estimation of the last integral, we apply Lemma 6 of [3]. By taking the
same way of consideration for tn+1—Tp-i—k as in 3.5, we get
\G(y'n+i> fij tn+1, TP-i)—G(yn+1, fi; tn+1, ?p-i)\

1

h1/8

,

I

,
n+1-Tp^

/17/8
(Jn±d/2))h(tn+1~Tp^Z

9/7

for tn+1~Tp^> — /z 7/8 , or
P
(/»±d/2))A
Hence
71 + 1

-21

(24)

^

^+1-r dr

^r

1

+1 _ r )3/2 J
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and

|[G(/B+1, &; tn+1, 0)-G(^»+i. &; f B + i, 0)]^J|
(25)

i
z.7/8 -i
r
<Ch U=L=+«
<CA"»
itt+i

t n+1

for f B + l >

2h
p

A'/'.

We here used the tacit assumption that yn=Jnh is far from the boundary #=0
by a finite distance, and so is ? n+1 from £=0. By applying (24) and (25) on (23),
we get
<C/i 9/16 0

(26)

3.7 By applying (9), (11), (16), (22) and (26) upon (8), we obtain, in conclusion,
the desired estimate of Lemma B.
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